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Abstract
Recently several deep learning based models have been proposed for end-to-end learning of dialogs. While these models
can be trained from data without the need for any additional
annotations, it is hard to interpret them. On the other hand,
there exist traditional state based dialog systems, where the
states of the dialog are discrete and hence easy to interpret.
However these states need to be handcrafted and annotated
in the data. To achieve the best of both worlds, we propose
Latent State Tracking Network (LSTN) using which we learn
an interpretable model in unsupervised manner. The model
defines a discrete latent variable at each turn of the conversation which can take a finite set of values. Since these discrete
variables are not present in the training data, we use EM algorithm to train our model in unsupervised manner. In the experiments, we show that LSTN can help achieve interpretability
in dialog models without much decrease in performance compared to end-to-end approaches.

1

Introduction

Recently, there have been several approaches (Vinyals and
Le 2015; Li et al. 2015; Serban et al. 2016; Li et al. 2016;
Serban et al. 2017) proposed for end-to-end learning of dialogs. Most of these approaches have an encoder-decoder architecture. The encoder understands the conversation so far
by encoding it as a context vector, while the decoder generates the response based on the context vector. As the context
vector is in continuous space, it is hard to interpret what the
system has understood. Moreover, it is hard to interpret why
a particular response was generated. More importantly, the
model provides no means to control the type of responses
the system can generate. In spite of being a black box, these
approaches have gained popularity as they can easily adapt
to new domain and do not require additional annotations on
data.
On the other end of the spectrum are the traditional dialog
systems. They cannot easily adapt to new domains as they
require additional annotations on the data. However they are
well interpretable and provide complete control over the system, as they demand a discrete state space to be defined for
what the system can understand - belief state and what it can
respond with - action state. At each turn of the conversation,
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the belief state is updated based on the user input and the
previous belief state. The belief state is mapped to the action
state, based on which a response is generated. These statebased dialog systems are usually designed as Markov decision processes or partially observable Markov decision processes. These states provide control over dialog systems and
also help in interpreting its behavior. Human-intervention is
necessary to define these states and annotate each dialog in
the data that makes it hard to scale to new domains.
Recently, there has been a push towards reducing the
amount of human intervention in state-based dialog systems
(Wen et al. 2017b) without compromising on interpretability. Wen et al. proposed a deep learning based approach that
learns the action space of a state-based dialog system in an
unsupervised manner. However, the approach still requires
the belief state to be hand-crafted and annotated for each
turn in a dialog. There are also some efforts (Zhao, Lee, and
Eskenazi 2018) for making end-to-end dialog systems more
interpretable. Zhao et al. proposed a modification to end-toend models where in they augment the context vector with
a discrete valued vector. This helps in partially understanding why the response was generated and also provide control
over the generated responses. However, as the belief state is
still in a continuous space, interpreting the system’s understanding is still an open problem. Thus we see that the two
strands of works are steadily moving towards the common
goal of building a fully interpretable dialog model without
the need for human intervention.
In this paper, we propose an approach for unsupervised
learning of fully interpretable dialog models. We propose
a Latent State Tracking Network (LSTN) to learn internal
discrete states in an unsupervised manner. The network encodes the conversation-so-far into a discrete latent state using a transition model, while the emission model generates a response based on the encoded state. Since the proposed model is unsupervised, the discrete states are not
available during training. Hence we propose an expectationmaximization (EM) based solution for jointly learning the
states as well as the transition and emission models. Once
the model has been trained, we can infer the state associated
with a new user utterance using the transition model. Furthermore, we can generate the response that corresponds to
the state using the emission model.
To summarize, we make the following contributions:

1. We define a framework for learning interpretable dialog
models in an unsupervised manner.
2. We propose a novel Latent State Tracking Network
(LSTN) for learning interpretable dialog models from
conversations without any supervision.
3. We propose an EM-algorithm for jointly learning the latent states as well as the transition and emission modules
in an LSTN.
4. We also show that in this process of discretization we
do not lose much over the state-of-the-art, deep learning
models for dialog, but gain in terms of having an interpretable model which can be easily modified using domain knowledge.

2
2.1

Latent State Tracking Network

The Proposed Model

Let a dialogue D = {x1 , y1 , . . . , xN , yN } be represented as
a sequence of utterances where xi and yi are the user utterance and agent response at the ith turn. Given a set of such
dialogues, we wish to learn a interpretable dialog model M
which encodes the conversation so far using a discrete state
variable and then samples a value from the state variable to
generate an agent response yi .
The state variable zi ∈ {1, .., K} at any turn i, is computed using the user utterance xi at turn i, along with the previous turn’s state variable zi−1 . We model this dependency
using the transition distribution p(zi |zi−1 , xi ). The agent response yi is then generated based on the state variable zi .
The relation between the response and the discrete state variable is modeled using an emission distribution p(yi |zi ). An
illustration of the flow of dialog using our latent state tracking network is shown in Figure 1.
A graphical model representation of LSTN is given in
Figure 2. The joint distribution of the agent responses y =
(y1 , . . . , yN ) and the belief states z = (z1 , . . . , zN ) given
the user utterances x = (x1 , . . . , xN ) for a given conversation can be written as:
p(z, y|x) =

N
Y

p(zi |zi−1 , xi )p(yi |zi )

(1)

i=1

Note that there are two key distributions in this model:
1. The transition distribution which models the probability
of moving to a new state zi given the previous state zi−1
and current user utterance xi .
2. The emission distribution which models the probability of
generating response yi given the current state zi .
In order to completely define the model, we need to explain the computation of the above distributions from the
utterances in a conversation.
The Transition Distribution: Here, we need to model the
probability of observing a new state zi given the previous
state zi−1 and the user utterance xi . We use an LSTM network to embed the user utterance to a hidden state representation h(xi ). For modeling the transition distribution, the

states {1, . . . , K} are represented using continuous vectors
{v1 , . . . , vK }. Hence, for the state zi−1 , we fetch the corresponding vector representation vzi−1 . This vector is then
concatenated with the hidden state representation of the utterance and then fed to a classifier with softmax outputs.
The classifier outputs a probability distribution over the next
states. Hence, the probability of the next state zi given the
previous state zi−1 and the user utterance xi is given by
p(zi |zi−1 , xi ) = softmax(W [h(xi ); vzi−1 ] + b) ,

(2)

where W, b, the network h and the embeddings vz are parameters that are learnt during training.
The Emission Distribution: Given the current state zi ,
this distribution models probability of all possible responses.
To model this distribution, the states {1, . . . , K} are represented using continuous vectors {r1 , . . . , rK }. We feed
the embedding of the current state to the decoder LSTM
which outputs a sequence of distributions over the words.
The probability of a response yi = (w1 , . . . , wM ) conditioned on the state zi is given by
M
Y

p(yi |zi ) =

p(wj |w1 , . . . , wj−1 , zi )

(3)

j=1

2.2

Training the LSTN

In order to train the model, we need to maximize the
marginal log-likelihood of the responses given the user utterances. Hence, we need to marginalize out the states z =
(z1 , . . . , zN ) from the model. The corresponding marginal
log-likelihood for a single conversation is given by
L(Θ) = ln(p(y|x, Θ))

(4)
!

= ln

XY
z

p(zi |zi−1 , xi ; Θ)p(yi |zi ; Θ) . (5)

i

In order to simplify the computation of the above quantity, we lower-bound it using an EM algorithm. In particular,
for any distribution q over the states (z1 , . . . , zN ), the above
quantity can be rewritten as
 

p(y, z|x, Θ)
L(Θ) = Ez ln
+ KL (qkp(z|y, x, Θ)) ,
q(z)
where the expectation is over the distribution q(z). Since,
KL divergence is always non-negative, the first term in the
above equation is a lower bound to the log-likelihood for any
choice of q. Furthermore, this lower bound is tight, when q
exactly equals the posterior distribution over the states given
all the user utterances and the agent responses in the conversation .
Hence, the training proceeds as follows. In the first step,
also referred to as the E-step in literature, we compute the
posterior distribution over all the states of a given conversation based on our current estimate of the parameters. In
the M-step, we maximize the expectation of the joint loglikelihood with respect to the posterior obtained in the Estep. We discuss these steps in further detail below.

𝑥*#+ : What is the weather

𝑥* : The weather in san francisco
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𝑦*#+ : Where are you interested
in the weather for ?

𝑦* : In san_francisco right now it is warm
with a low of 60f and a high of 70f

Figure 1: The Latent State Tracking Network for two steps of a conversation.
Algorithm 1 Training Algorithm
1: procedure COMPUTE C OST
i
2:
Input: Dialog Utterances {(x(i) , y (i) )}N
i=1 , Parameter Weights Θ, Posterior q(zi |zi−1 , x, y)
3:
Output: Log likelihood L(Θ)
4:
Compute fN (Θ, zN −1 ) using the transition and emission distribution as defined in (13)
5:
for i ← N − 1 downto 1 do
6:
Compute fi (Θ, zi−1 ) from fi+1 (Θ, zi ) using the transition and emission distribution as defined in (12).
7:
return f0 (Θ, z0 = 0)

𝑥𝑖−1

𝑥𝑖

tribution over the states factorizes. That is,

Observed

Unobserved

p(z|x, y) =

N
Y

p(zi |zi−1 , x, y)

(7)

i=1

𝑧𝑖−1

𝑧𝑖

𝑦𝑖−1

𝑦𝑖

For the sake of brevity, we refer to yi , . . . , yN as yi:N . The
same notation is used for sequence of user utterances and
latent states. In order to compute the posterior, we note that
given the previous state, the next state is independent of all
previous agent responses. That is:

Figure 2: Plate notation of the Latent State Tracking Network
The E-step: As discussed in the previous section, the prior
distribution over the states of an LSTN given the user utterances factorizes as follows:
p(z|x) =

N
Y

p(zi |zi−1 , y, x) = p(zi |zi−1 , yi:n , x)
∝ p(zi , yi:n |zi−1 , x)
To compute the above distribution, we use dynamic programming. In particular, the above distribution can be
expressed in terms of the corresponding distribution at
timestep i + 1 as follows:
p(zi , yi:N |zi−1 , x)

p(zi |zi−1 , xi ) ,

(6)

i=1

where z0 = 0 is the default state at the beginning of a conversation. Here, we will discuss the computation of the posterior distribution over the states given the user utterances
and the agent responses. As with the prior, the posterior dis-

= p(zi |zi−1 , xi )p(yi |zi )

X

p(zi+1 , yi+1:N |zi , x) (8)

zi+1

Note that the distribution within the summation has the same
form as the distribution that we wish to compute. Hence,
the desired distribution at timestep i can be computed recursively from the corresponding distribution at timestep i + 1.

Moreover, the distribution at the last timestep can be computed directly as follows:
p(zN , yN |zN −1 , x) = p(zN |zN −1 , xN )p(yN |zN ) (9)
Thus, we can run the above computation over the N turns of
the conversation to obtain the posterior distribution of each
latent state.
The M-step: Having obtained the posterior, we use it for
maximizing the expected complete log-likelihood of the
agent responses and the latent states. In particular, we need
to maximize
Ez∼p(z|y,x,Θold ) ln p(z, y|x, Θ)
(10)
Here, Θold in the posterior refers to the fact that the posterior
has been evaluated using the current parameters and will be
held fixed during the M-step. The above expectation is computed recursively using a Viterbi based approach. We equate
the expectation of the log-likelihood of the last N − i states
and agent responses to fi (Θ, zi−1 ). That is:
fi (Θ, zi−1 ) = Ezi:N ln p(zi:N , yi:N |xi:N , zi−1 , Θ) , (11)
where the expectation is over the posterior distribution of the
latent states. Note that the objective that we wish to optimize
is f1 (Θ, z0 ), where z0 is the default start state. To compute
this quantity, we note that fi (Θ, zi−1 ) can be expressed as
function of fi+1 (Θ, zi ) as follows:
fi (Θ, zi−1 ) = Ezi [fi+1 (Θ, zi )
(12)
+ ln(p(zi |zi−1 , xi , Θ)) + ln(p(yi |zi , Θ))] ,
where the expectation is over the posterior distribution of Zi .
Finally, we note that fN (Θ, zn−1 ) can be computed directly
to begin the recursion as follows:
fN (Θ, zN −1 ) =EZN [ln(p(zN |zN −1 , xN , Θ))
(13)
+ ln(p(yN |zN , Θ))]
The computation of f1 (Θ, z0 ) from fN (Θ, zN ) constitutes the forward pass of the M-step and is listed in Algorithm 1. Note that each step of the computation is differentiable, and hence, the objective is a differentiable function of
the transition and emission distributions. Hence, during the
backward pass, we backpropagate the gradient all the way
from the final objective to the transition and emission distributions.

2.3

Inference with the given model

In this section we will discuss how the trained model is
used for generating the response utterance given the context
consisting of previous user utterances and agent responses .
There are two parts to our inference:Emission Module: Here given a dialog state, we need
to generate the mostly likely responses associated with the
same. Having learnt the distribution p(y|z), as a decoder
RNN, we use this to generate top responses for each value
of z. For each value of z from 1 to K, we initialize the hidden state of decoder RNN with vector rz and perform beam
search to generate the top responses. In our experiments we
used a beam size of 10. This step is performed only once
and is not repeated for new test examples. At test time it will
suffice to use the top responses associated with a state or
sample one from the top 10 generated through beam search.

Transition Module: This module computes a distribution
over current state given the past state and the new user utterance. During inference, we use this module to obtain the
distribution of each state given the past user utterances. In
particular, the distribution of the ith state given all the user
utterances till step i can be expressed as follows:
p(zi |x1:i ) =

X

p(zi |zi−1 , xi )p(zi−1 |x1:i−1 )

zi−1

During inference, we can generate the response corresponding to the most probable hidden state. i.e. we compute z̄i =
arg maxzi p(zi |x1:i ). We then produce the most likely response corresponding to z̄i using emission module.

3
3.1

Experimental Setup

Datasets

We perform experiments on four dialog datasets: Stanford
Multi-Domain Dataset (SMD) (Eric et al. 2017), CamRest
(Wen et al. 2016), DSTC6 (Boureau, Bordes, and Perez
2017), and Car Assistant Dialog Dataset. CamRest and
SMD were collected through Amazon Mechanical Turk using Wizard-of-Oz framework. DSTC6 dataset is a corpus of
(context, response) pairs rather than entire dialogs. As complete dialogs were required to train our system, we filtered1
the pairs that constituted complete dialogs. Since the dataset
was synthetically generated using a set of templates, it was
fairly simple to filter them.
Task oriented datasets are usually grounded to a knowledge base. CamRest, SMD and DSTC6 are all task oriented
dialogs. Modeling the interaction with the KB is a crucial
part of learning task oriented dialogs. Since our focus is
to evaluate the system on interpretability, we removed the
dependency on the knowledge base by anonymizing each
KB entity present in the dialogs. For example, the utterance
“Let’s go with Japanese food, I will keep Korean for next
time” will be anonymized as “Let’s go with cuisine 0 food, I
will keep cuisine 1 for next time”. The anonymized datasets
were used for all experiments. We have also learnt our model
on each task (i.e. scheduling, navigation and weather related
queries) of SMD dataset separately . The Car Assistant Dialog Dataset (CADD) is a set of 986 conversations between
an in-house2 car assistant bot and its users. The bot is designed to help with navigation and controlling various devices in the car. Some statistics of all the datasets used are
summarized in Table 1.

3.2

Training

Adam optimizer was used for training (Kingma and Ba
2014). The hyperparameters were selected based on perplexity on a held-out validation set. The learning rate was sampled from the set {0.01, 0.001, 0.0001}, dimension of word
embeddings from {16, 32, 64}, the number of distinct latent
states K from {8, 16, 32, 64, 128}. We experimented with
having same versus different embeddings for the latent states
while computing transition and emission distributions.
1
2

dialogs with at least one restaurant suggestion were retained
details to be added in the camera ready version

Dataset

No. of Dialogs
Train Dev Test

SMD (Nav.)
SMD (Wea.)
SMD (Cal.)
SMD (All)
DSTC6
CADD
CamRest

800
797
828
2425
1661
786
406

100
99
103
302
185
100
135

Avg. No.
of Turns

100
100
104
304
1000
100
135

3.28
2.69
1.86
2.6
18.70
4.73
4.06

Table 1: Statistics of various datasets used

4
4.1

Experimental Results

Recoverability

As LSTN generates agent response only based on the latent
discrete state, we wish to quantify how well the responses
can be generated, given we know the optimal state for each
response. The optimal state z̄ of a response y is computed as
z̄ = arg maxz p(y|z). Using z̄, we then generate the most
likely response ȳ as ȳ = arg maxy0 p(y 0 |z̄). The recoverability score of a response y is defined as the BLEU score
(Papineni et al. 2002) between the original response y and
generated response ȳ. The recoverability score of a dataset
is then defined as the average of the recoverability scores of
all the test responses. Table 2 lists the recoverability scores
of various datasets. We observe that recoverability scores
are much higher for CADD and DSTC6 datasets, as these
datasets contain templatized machine generated responses.
Recoverabilty score also defines the upper bound for the
LSTN model for a given K. In particular, if we are able to
learn a perfect state transition distribution, we can achieve a
test BLEU score equal to the recoverabilty score. In Table
2, we also show the test BLEU score obtained by a noninterpretable HRED (Serban et al. 2016) model that uses
real valued context state vectors. We observe the recoverability score are higher than the BLEU scores achieved by
HRED. This shows that if we can learn a perfect state transition model, we can perform as good or better than noninterpretable models like HRED.

Dataset
CADD
DSTC6
SMD (All)
SMD (Cal.)
SMD (Nav.)
SMD (Wea.)
CamRest

Recoverability
Score

HRED
BLEU

80.2
91.9
14.67
18.7
13.4
21.3
14.9

66.2
88.9
14.00
17.9
9.3
15.2
12.1

Table 2: Recoverability scores of LSTN with K = 32 and
HRED BLEU scores on various datasets

4.2

End-to-End Evaluation

To illustrate the advantage of jointly modeling the transitions
and emissions (as in LSTN), we compare it against a model
that learns the emissions and the transitions in a pipelined
fashion. We call the latter model as split-LSTN. This model
is learnt in two phases. In the first phase, the conversationso-far is encoded using an LSTM and mapped to a discretevalue from which the response is generated. The likelihood
of the response is maximized using EM algorithm to learn
the latent states and the emissions. In the second phase, we
learn the transitions between the latent states obtained in the
previous phase. Table 3 lists the BLEU scores obtained on
various datasets using LSTN and split-LSTN. We can observe that LSTN consistently outperforms split-LSTN on all
datasets. Hence we conclude jointly modelling transitions
and emissions results in better performance.
BLEU Score

Dataset

Split-LSTN

LSTN

55.31
64.07
13.04
5.86
12.36
9.72
9.61

57.19
74.1
15.53
6.49
13.35
10.57
10.40

CADD
DSTC-6
SMD (Cal.)
SMD (Nav.)
SMD (Wea.)
SMD (All)
CamRest

Table 3: Comparison of BLEU Scores of responses generated from LSTN and split-LSTN

4.3

Variations with Number of Latent States

To evaluate the effect of the number of latent states K, we
trained LSTN for several values for K. Figure 3 shows the
performance in terms of BLEU score for two datasets. We
observe that as the value of K increases the performance
also increases and saturates after a while.

4.4

Qualitative Results

In this section, we qualitatively evaluate the transition and
emission modules of the LSTN model. In order to evaluate the emission module, we list the top responses associated with some of the states in Table 4. As can be observed, the responses that provide the date/time of an event
are grouped together in state 14. Similarly, state 20 contains
the responses that discuss the weather at a location. Hence,
we conclude the LSTN learns to group similar responses to
a single state.
To evaluate the transition module, we simulated our inference algorithm on training data, and for each pair of latent
states z, z 0 we look for utterances which lead us from state z
to z 0 . We classify each such group of utterances, as an Intent
Class. We show some of these Intent Classes in Table 5. As
can be observed, the user utterances that cause a transition
from state 0 to state 14, inquire the date/time of events. Similarly, all the utterances that cause a transition from state 0 to
state 20, ask for the weather at particular locations. Hence,

𝑧=0
#request_event_time
𝑧 = 14

your event_0 is at time_0

#thanks
𝑧 = 30

you 're welcome !

#request_weather
𝑧 = 20 it will be weather_attribute_0 in location_0 .
#request_poi_type
𝑧 = 11

poi_0 is at address_0 .

#set_navigation
𝑧 = 22

Figure 3: Variation of BLEU Score with number of latent
states K
it can be concluded that the LSTN learns to capture user utterances with similar intents together.
Finally, we combine the power of transition and emission
distributions in the model to learn a single dialog tree for
conversations. In Figure 4 we illustrate a part of the dialog
tree for SMD dataset. The nodes of this tree indicate the possible states of the dialog system. These correspond to the
values taken by the latent variable in our model and their top
responses. The edges of this tree indicate the possible transitions between the states. These kind of trees can be modified
by domain expert and can be used in standard dialog frameworks such as Google Dialog Flow3 , IBM Watson Assistant4
and Microsoft Bot Framework5 .

4.5

Error Ananlysis

We now brief the two major issue encountered due to quantization of dialogs using discrete latent states.
Inability to Capture Subtle Variations Table 4 shows the
most probable responses generated from a single latent value
using beam search. The rank 1 and rank 2 responses corresponding to z = 14 show subtle variations in the information provided back to the user. One provides just the time
whereas the other provides both time and date. Since the top
response is always picked for a given z, the system would
provide just the time when both time and date are requested
by the user.
Duplicates High probable responses such as “you are welcome” were being generated from more than one latent state.
Similar trends were observed even in transitions. This issue
could also be one reason why LSTN is unable to capture the
subtle variations in the responses.
3

https://dialogflow.com/
https://www.ibm.com/watson/ai-assistant/
5
https://dev.botframework.com/
4

setting navigation now .

Figure 4: The transition and emission represented to provide
better intuition

5

Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to propose
an unsupervised approach for learning interpretable dialog
models. The word unsupervised indicates that the dialogs
used to train the model are not annotated with any additional labels. In this section, we provide a brief overview of
works related to (1) unsupervised learning of dialog, (2) interpretable dialog models and (3) use of discrete latent states
in deep learning.
Unsupervised Learning of Dialogs Early approaches for
learning dialogs from chat transcripts were inspired from
machine translation (Ritter, Cherry, and Dolan 2011) and
language modelling (Sordoni et al. 2015). Vinyals and Le
(2015) proposed a deep learning approach based on the
sequence-to-sequence model (Sutskever, Vinyals, and Le
2014). Serban et al. (2016) proposed an approach that leverages the hierarchical structure of the dialog to model them
better. Serban et al. (2017) extended the previous approach
by modelling the stochasticity in responses. Even though
these models can be trained in an unsupervised manner, they
are not interpretable.
Interpretable Dialog Models Traditional task oriented
dialog systems were built using reinforcement learning (RL)
approaches. The systems were either modeled as Markov
decision processes (Levin, Pieraccini, and Eckert 2000;
Walker, Prasad, and Stent 2003) or partially observable
Markov decision processes (Williams and Young 2007;
Gasic et al. 2013). Recently, there has been efforts (Wen et
al. 2017a; Wen et al. 2017b) to solve RL based approaches
using deep learning. These RL based approaches provide interpretability due to their discrete intermediate variable such
as states and actions. But the interpretability comes at a
cost of handcrafting states, actions and rewards for training
the RL model. In our approach, we provide interpretability
by learning discrete intermediate states latently without the
need for any handcrafting.

Latent State

Response at Rank 1

Response at Rank 2

Response at Rank 3

z = 14

your event 0 is at time 0

your event 0 is on date 0 at time 0,
drive, carefully !

your event 0 is date 0 at time 0

z = 20

it will be
weather attribute 0 in location 0

it will not be weather attribute 0 in
location 0 weather time 0 .

it will not be
weather attribute 0 in location 0 .

z = 11

poi 0 is at address 0

poi 0 is distance 0 away .

poi 0 is located at address 0

z = 22

setting navigation now

it will not be weather attribute 0
in location 0

it will be weather attribute 0
in location 0 .

z = 30

you ’re welcome !

you are welcome

you ’re welcome .

Table 4: Top response for latent variables in SMD dataset
Previous State

Current State

Train User Utterances

Intent Class

zi−1 = 0

zi = 14

when is my next event 0
can you check the time and date of my event 0 ?
what time is my event 0 scheduled

zi−1 = 0

zi = 20

on tuesday in location 0 find out if it will be weather attribute 0
will it be weather attribute 0 in location 0 on wednesday ?
is it weather attribute 0 in location 0 now ?

#request weather

zi−1 = 0

zi = 11

get me the address of a poi type 0 around this area .
what poi type 0 s are around ?
car i need the address of a poi type 0 near me , please help me !

#request poi type

zi−1 = 14

zi = 30

great , thanks .
thanks
that will do just fine , thanks .

zi−1 = 11

zi = 22

if that ’s the best option , set the gps please .
set the gps for there please .
can you set navigation and get us there ?

#request event time

#thanks

#set navigation

Table 5: The transitions between the states of an LSTN. The third column of the above table lists the user utterances that result
in state transitions from the states in first column to the ones in the second column. An intuitive label is associated with these
utterances in the fourth column.
Discrete Latent Variables: An emerging area in deep
learning research is to use a set of discrete latent variables in
the deep learning model. This was first proposed by (Jang,
Gu, and Poole 2016) and (Maddison, Mnih, and Teh 2016).
They introduced Gumbel-Softmax (or Concrete Distribution) to enable reparameterization with discrete/categorical
variables. Later (van den Oord, Vinyals, and others 2017)
introduced the Vector Quantized-Variational AutoEncoder.
Learning dialogs by augmenting the real-valued context
vector with discrete latent variables (Wen et al. 2017b;
Williams 1992) adds a notion of interpretability. Our work
differs from these approaches as we only use discrete latent
state to capture the entire conversation context. The discrete
states helps us in making the entire model easy to interpret
and modify. (Wen et al. 2017b) learnt the discrete variables
in a semi supervised fashion using variational lower bound
and REINFORCE idea (Williams 1992) to back propagate
through sampling step. (Zhao, Lee, and Eskenazi 2018) have
also considered a similar approach, using repramaterization
trick through Gumbel-Softmax (Jang, Gu, and Poole 2016)

instead of REINFORCE. Using these variational approximation techniques to learn the discrete variables would make
the training of LSTN harder as noise would get cascaded at
each step. Hence we compute the exact posterior using an
EM based approach.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we introduce a novel problem of learning interpretable dialog models in an unsupervised manner. We propose a novel model, Latent State Tracking Network (LSTN)
for this task. LSTN learns the discrete latent states using a
EM based algorithm. We show that (1) even after discretization the states learnt by LSTN are as good as uninterpretable
models (such as HRED) (2) joint learning of emissions and
transitions is better than learning them in a pipelined manner
and (3) the learnt emissions and transitions are interpretable
and meaningful.
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